By Car

You arrive in Heraklio either at the airport or the port shown in the area map above. You find a way to the national road (yellow fat line) and you drive west until you find the exit to "Moires" (to the south of Crete) or the "FO.R.T.H / I.T.E" signs.

After you drive approximately a kilometer on this road you see the signs to "FO.R.T.H / I.T.E" and "University Hospital". It's a steep right turn.

After you drive another kilometer you see another sign "FO.R.T.H / I.T.E" and another right turn. (if by mistake go straight you see the Hospital)

After you drive another kilometer you have to turn right after which you see the FORTH buildings complex and then you turn left.

By Bus

The bus to FORTH leaves from the airport weekdays at at 7:20, 8:30, 11:30, 13:40, 14:50, and 17:20 passing through downtown Heraklion. The trip duration is 35-45 minutes depending on the traffic. Tickets are available through vending machines in key bus stops as well as in most downtown kiosks. (Ask for a “blue” colored ticket currently costing 1.30€ one-way) There is no bus on weekends.

By Taxi

Taxi from the airport cost about 15-18€ depending on the traffic condition. Ask the taxi driver to get you to "ITE" (‘eete’) since most taxi drivers will not understand the word “FORTH”.